
 

Food To Go 2.0 by George Iglesias and Twister Magic -
Kinderzauberei

After 10 years from his original launching, Food to Go 2.0 by George Iglesias
has returned better than ever!

Imagine being able to magically produce a real BURGER and FRIES from a food
Menu! Or a PRINGLES can and a SNICKERS bar! Or a Set of HEADPHONES.
Now you can customize it to any other objects or menus you want.

Manufactured with the finest materials, very strong with a matte finish that is
made to last forever!

A very powerful effect that will establish the magician's role in seconds!

A classic of magic totally reshaped, brought ingeniously to the modern times by
George Iglesias. Inspired by a U.F. Grant effect invented in 1945 well known as
Temple Screen. The trick was completely re-designed, having 5 panels instead of
4, plus 7 neodymium magnets that will help you work this effect with ease for
perfect alignment.

Get amazing reactions! A trick the packs flat... And plays very big!

Use it for stage, parlor, children, restaurant magic, MC, comedy and more!

Ready to use! Comes with the food menu already made for you and
downloadable files to print and attach that now include: A snacks catalogue and a
technology catalogue. Yes! You can now customize it to your own preferences.

Online instructional video included with all new handlings and ideas.

Effect 1: (Burger and Fries)

Show a food menu from both sides, showing different meals and options, then
present the three main courses of the menu and ask your audience to name their
favorite options. Turn the menu inside out, folding it into a triangle shape, stick
your hand inside and magically make a real burger and fries materialize from the
picture. Now open the menu to show that the picture of the burger and fries is
gone!
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Effect 2: (Pringles and Snickers)

Show a snacks menu from both sides, showing different food items and options,
then present the three main snacks of the menu and ask your audience to name
their favorite option. Turn the menu inside out, folding it into a triangle shape,
stick your hand inside and magically make a real Pringles can and a Snickers bar
materialize from the picture. Now open the menu to show that the picture of the
Pringles and Snickers bar is gone!

Effect 3: (Headphones)

Show a technological catalogue from both sides, showing different electronic
items and options, then present the three main featured electronics of the
catalogue, ask now your audience to name their favorite option. Turn the menu
inside out, folding it into a triangle shape, stick your hand inside and magically
make real Headphones materialize from the picture. Now open the menu to show
that the picture of the headphones is gone!

Effect 4 and +: (Customize it to anything you wish)

With Food to Go 2.0 you will learn from the video how to customize your menu
to magically produce any object you wish!
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